
 
WE ARE LEARNING...

YEAR 5- 2022
 

TERM 3 WEEK 7 - TERM 4 WEEK 10

LITERACY
To respond to literature by thinking about the author's 
message, purpose and bias. We support our point of view 
about texts with evidence and reasoning.

To speak clearly and persuasively about a range of topics and to take others
peoples' perspectives into account.

You can help me at home by discussing books we read together. You can share
articles with me, or even news segments.

INQUIRY FOCUS
We are learning about the different roles within our 
government, the electoral process and the importance of
democracy.

This inquiry incorporates the 2023 School Captains campaign
and election. This will provide us with an authentic experience to
help us learn the key concepts in our inquiry unit.

You can help me at home by talking about how I could make
change as a school leader at Amaroo.

NUMERACY
To order decimals and fractions on number lines, and to add
and subtract simplified fractions.

To locate landmarks on a map using a grid reference system.

To use appropriate units of measurement for length, area,
volume, capacity and mass and to calculate the area and
perimeter of regular shapes.

You can help me at home by talking about the real-world
applications of these mathematical skills. Tell me about
occupations and jobs that use these skills.

OUR SCHOOL VALUES

To be RESPONSIBLE for our learning environments. We
tidy our shared areas and we make sure our rubbish and
recycling is disposed of correctly.

Help me at home by encouraging me to help out around
the house.

ROUTINES
INSPIRE CENTRE

5SKG - Thursday

5JWG - Thursday

5LBG - Tuesday

5LTG - Tuesday

5HCG - Thursday

5SBG - Thursday

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

5SKG - Wednesday

5JWG - Monday

5LBG - Monday

5LTG - Wednesday

5HCG - Wednesday

5SBG - Monday

THE ARTS

5SKG - Thursday

5JWG - Wednesday

5LBG - Wednesday

5LTG -  Friday

5HCG - Wednesday

5SBG - Wednesday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL

Building a strong foundation in literacy and numeracy and a curiosity for learning.


